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This paper is concerned 
to triangulate an n-cube. 
with estimating dn), the minimum number of n -simplices required, 
In 1967, H. Scarf developed a finite algorithm for approximating a fixed point; 
of a continuous mapping of a simplex into itse9f [8]. This algorithm was refned 
and extended by H. Kuhn, B.C. Eaves and 0. Merrill, among others. (See 
Karamardian [4] and Todd [lo] for tlSesc: and oth,er references.) Several al- 
gorithms use a technique of pivoting amlong, simplices which triangulate an 
n-cube, and there is some hope that reducing the number of simplices in a 
triangulation may lead to more efficient algorithms. This paper is concerned with 
estimating q(n), the minimum number of re-wimplices required to triangulate: an 
n-cube. We show in particular that 
where P1 = 1 and the Pi satisfy the recursion 
P n+l =(n+ l)(P,+2”-‘)+2”‘l-(n-l), 
and where 
H,, being the number CI! simplices given by adamardl’s inequality. AZ is plain 
from the large gap betwf:Gn them, these boun are fax from sharp. In particular, 
our upper bound of 0.47?(n!) should be compared 
commonly quoted [3] as the valu 
q(5) ~67, thus sharpening the results od ara [5,6]. Cattle [I] 
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2, on 
WG ustz, without specific reference, a number of basic properties of (convex) 
p~lyt~pes. They can all be found in the book by Grunbaunn [2]. In particular, an 
n-polytope is an n-dimensional, compact, convex set witlh a finite number of 
extreme points (tertices). And an E-simplex is an n-polytolpe with n + 1 vertices. 
An nfine set is a translate of a linear set. For A EIIR”, aff .I\ (con A) is the 
intersection of all affine (convex) sets which contain A. l 
A rriangdetion of an n-poly?tope P is a finite s’et S of n-siinplices such that 
&ii, for all u, h E S, a n b is a face of both a and b. 
An n-complex is a finite set C of n-polytopes such that P’$, n Pz is a face elf both 
P, and Pz for all P,, P* E c. 
In the rest of this paper, P will be an n-polytope, C an ir;l-cornpkx and S a set 
of n-simplices unless the contlext clearly indicates otherwise. 
S is a riangubation of C if (i) for each P E C there is a subset of S which 
ulates, P, and (ii) no proper subset of S has this property. lf e is a vertex of 
then a face F of P is opposite 13 if u$ F. 
If v ia a vertex of P and S is a triangulation of the compki:x 04 facets opposite U, 
ah the se? Su = (cod(v) u s): s E S) is a triangulation of P. 
e notation A03 means Ac,B and AfB. If P=:F, -~Fn,__+* l -F&d is 
a seyuenoz of faces OC P and v,, v,,__~, . . . , v. is a sequena:: of lrertices of ,P such 
that QZF, and Vi+!@& for Osisn- 1, then the Z.yi’s are the vertices of an 
n-simplex. TO see this note that z?+l$ aff(vi, . . . . vo} for 0 :‘EZ i s n - 1. 
“lihese ideas lead naturally to the following construction c>f a triangulation for a 
con&Jlex C’* Let VI, V2, . . . , Vii_ be an ordering of the :rJet of vertices of the 
dopes crf C. For each face lc f $3 of P E C, let iF = min#: u,~ E F] and VF= 11~~. 
IsequenceoffacesP=F,=~~~~o#fwithu~+,$F, for(Ni~n-1 hasan 
associated simplex s = con({v,,n, . . . , v&. Let S&J,, . . . !, vL) be the set of all1 
sklplims generated by sequences of faces as defked above. 
For my complex C, 0k set S&, . . . , z+) is a rriangnk3tiort c$ C. 
!. By induction. For n = 2, the lemma is obviq4y true. 
:¶ume that the result holds for n and let C be: a C: tmpkx CYE (n + l)-polytopes. 
be the complex of facets Gf the polytopes of C. T!hen !S% ( ol., . . . , vL) is c; 
on of Cn. For any poly.ope P E C, the complex of facets opposite up is 
by a subset S’ of SC,. t ul, . . . , vL)l. Each simplex in S’ has an 
sequence of faces F, 2 l - * 3 F. # @ Since ~~~ & F,, tflis stzyuence can be 
the sequence P = F,+1 1 F, =J l l l 1 Fo. ?I?ms 
u s): s E S’)E s&l,, . . . ) VL) 
vL,) is 73 ttia *igulat:ion 0f C, we ust stil 
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Show that if s = con(~+, aF,_,‘, . . . , u,,}) is a simpliex in SG (u,, . . . , I+) containinl~ 
z+, then there is an associated sequence of faces P’ = Fn+ 1 =I FL 1 l . l 3 FA such tha; 
1 VP, uF”_,:, l l l 9 UFO} = (VP, VF,, . . . , VFJ* 
Ckady {ijF,_,, . . . , vFJ is a set of vertices in an (n - 1)-face of P which does not 
contain t+. Thus there is an n-face F’A of P which contains this set arrd not up. If 
vFn =vF,,_,, then P=+I,IF,_~ 1 l . l 2 F. is the required sequence of faces. If 
1-‘F:,=+_, then by induction there is a sequence of faces of F’,!, such t’hat 
F:,I . ..“. FL with { vF&, l . . , uF,;F c {f-J,:;, . . , u,;}. Hence iJJp, t’F,, _,, . . . , UF,,) c 
1 vu,, VF;, - - - , v,;}. This proves the lemma. 
Theorem. Let q(n) be the minimum number of simpkes required to triangulate an 
n-cube. Then p(n)< P,, where PI = 1 and 
P ,+1=(n+1)(P,-2n-1)+2n+1-(n+1) fcbr 04. 
Proof. For the n-cube I” = [O, l]“, we will call a vertex v :- (u,, . . . , u,> o,Jd if an 
odd number of the vi’s are 1 and even otherwise. For each vertex v of I”. there is 
a hyperplane which passes through the vertices adjacent to it. For example, ?he 
hyperplane H-(x: ~,+a l l +x,, = I} passes through the vertices adjacent to 0 = 
(0,. . . , 0). It can be shown by a simple induction that H n I” is the (n - l)- 
simplex whose vertices are the vertices of in adjacent to 0. For n 3 3, let 0 be the 
set of odd vertices of I” and for each t.~ E 6’, let HU be the hyperplane which passes 
through the vertices adjacent to v. Let ZZ; be the closed halfspace which contains 
v and ZZz be the closed lalfspace which contains the rest of I”. Let 7”’ denote I he 
truncated cube Zn noeB Ii,‘. It can be shown that T” =con(E), where E is the set 
of even vertices of I”. If A” = (111 n Z-Z;: v E O}, then A” is a set of *!Gmplices and 
IA”1 =2? Finally, let C” = {T”] U A”. It is clear that Z” = 1J C” and that a 
triangulatior of C” is a triangulation of I”. 
Let S” be the triangulation of C” given by the lemma and P,, :- IS”l. Clearly, 
A” c S”, thus S” - A” is a triangulation of P and ISn - A” I== P,, - 2”~‘. Consider 
the triangulation Sn+* of C”+l. To triangulate ‘l’%*‘l we note that Tn+’ has 2” 
silmplex faces and 2(n + 1) faces congruent to T”. 9f these faceu, n + 1 simplex 
faces and n + 1 F-faces are adjacent to ~~+l. Each. T-face npgosite V&+1 will 
generate P, - 2”-l sirnpiices and the 2” - (n + I) simplex faces opposite I],+~ will 
each generate one simplex for a total of (n + l)(P, - 2”--‘j -t 2” - (vz + 1) simplices 
in sn+l _ An+1 which triangulate T”+‘. Tlms 
P n+l = IS”“1 = I:;“+l -An+ll + IA”“1 
=(n+b)(P,-2n-1)+2n-(n+1)+2n 
= (n + l)(.Pn - 2n-1) + 2”+l -(n + 1). 
The common triangular 
aTe 1, 2, 5, 16, 67, 364, 
rst ten values of 
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Consider the ratio P Jn !. Since 
F’,,, P, 2”_’ rE”+l 1 (5 --- z _I-- ---_-__ 
(n-tl)! n! n! +(n-t-l)! n! n! 
r n 3 3, the sequence is decreasing. We also have 
P fE+l P, 2*-l 1 -------_~_-------_--_/ P* 2” >--- 
(n+ l)! n! n! n! n! n! 
and t9y induction 
P n+k P” 2n+i P, * 2’ 
(n + k)! ~~-in~~~-,,,i c 
a!$- (e2-yg $). 
For n = 10, 
P 
3=0.47636 and e2- t ’ g=o 00034 
. is Ii! l l 
us P,/n! E [0.47600, 0.476361 for n 3 10. 
lower tBoMd 
:From Hadamard’s inequalsty, if M is a (1, - 1) n X ~1 miatrix, then Iciet(M)i s 
n r,‘2. Thus any (0, 1) ;r x n matrix M satisfies the ineqnalil~~ Id&n)\ s ln”‘2/2n-1. 
I3y the well-known formula [9] for the volume of a simplex, the maximum 
volume, V,, < f a simplex in 1” satisfies Vn G (l/r;! f ) jde,t(M)ii, w!here M is a (0, 1) 
(n -+ j ) X (n -i- 1) matrix. Let 
H, I:= (2” l n !)/( n + I)(” +1)‘2m 
Then q(n) 3 l/ Vn 2 H, and HJP, approaches 0 as n becomes large, which shows 
that there is a huge gap between PI, and P,. 
However, i.f we consider only triangulations of 1?’ wllose vertices coincide with 
those of 1” we can do slightly better. For K c Rn, let V(K) denote the volume of 
K. If K is a set of subsets of R”, we will use V{,R) insteaid of V( U K). If F is a 
facet of the polytope P and S is a triangulation af F,, we will say that if simplex 
s c: S ixdongs to F if a facet of s is a. subset of It; II’ S1 and S2 are thie sets of 
sirnpllices belonging to two adjacent facets of I”, then 
V(S,) = l/n and V(S1 n Szj g l/n(n - I). 
If S is a triangulation of P whose veptiices 6 ,oinde with those of I” and 
c n l I&_.,), then IS!> L,, and LJH, = J: -=+ ;‘,&( n + 1)1$ for large n. i 
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Ai = {S E S: s belongs to E, or fi,}. Then for each i: V(Ai ) = 2/n. If Bk =: U p=, Ai, 
then 
To see this last inequality, note that Bk = &_r U & There are 4( k -- 1) intersec- 
tions of sets belonging to the two facets which determine Ak and the 2(k - 1) 
facets which determine Bk__ 1. Hence 





i=l L-n(?l-1) ) ( 
_I- 2 4(k-1) ---_ 
R n(n-I) ) 
It is a straightforward exercise to show that V(&) 3 4 for k = [3(12 + 1 jj, Thus the 
total volumes of the simplices in S Twhich beIon!; to at lealst one facet must be at 
least 3. The volume of a simplex which belongs to a facet is less than or equal to 
(lln)Vk-1, thus ISI ~#$., + nH,,_l) and the theorem follows. 
Finding a lower bound for <p(n) significantly better than I-& seem:; to be a 
difficult problem. 
For n := 3 and n = 4, It can be shown that the minimum triangulations require 5 
and 16 simplices respectively, thus 
g(3) = & and g(4) = P4? 
For n = 3, l&l 34 and V(B,) 63, showing t!hat here must be at least one m’ore 
simplex to fill I”. For n “4, we use the fac.ts that the maximum volume of a 
simplex is & and that if a facet has exactly fi/.ve simplices, the simplex with base 
having area 6 can belong to only that facet. The fact that (4(4)> 16 then follows 
from a straightforward consideration of the following cases: :a11 facets have 5 
simplices; there is a facet having 6 or more simplices, but no opposite pair of 
facets each having 6 or more simplices; there is a pair of opposite facets with 6 or 
more simplices each. For example, in the second case, there must be at least II 1 
simplices with total volume less than or equal to 3. Since no two, opposite facets 
have 6 or more simpkes, there must be at lsast 4 simplices with bases of area 2, 
one has been counted and1 the other 3 have total volume less than or equal to 4’ 
since the maximum altitude of a simplex bel~onging to a facet is 1. It is clear that 
there must be at least 2 more simpliices to Ml the remainder of 14. 
For n = 5, dp(5)~ Ps = 6’7. It is not l~~~owrt hether or not equality hcd 
For n = 6, since there is a triangulation of 1” with only 344 simlk 
,fe = 364, it is likely that q(n) +C P, for aill II! > 6. 
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